✓ Cobalt dishes:
Ceramic dish that has been dipped in the glass to become a body with the tile and
baked in the oven at 900 degrees.
Then has been done the decal and the 24K gold coating and again has been baked
in the oven at 900 degrees.
There is the 24K stamp at the bottom.
There are various performances.
There is a variety of designs, that is, round dishes, squares, elbows, gondolas, deep
dishes.
There are the following colors:
- blue,
- black
- blue with white
And the sizes for each of these colors:
-

14 cm
16 cm
20 cm
24 cm
28 cm
32 cm
45 cm

✓ Handmade dishes:
Ceramic dishes with paintings with various performances.
There are the following sizes:
✓

24 cm
28cm
32cm
45cm
Relief Plates

Differentiating colors:
- Sweet
- With golden detail
- Rosocoral
- Yellow
And the sizes:
- 24 cm
- 28cm

✓

Decorated pearls in a variety of colors and with various performances.
Sizes:

-

✓

10 cm
12 cm
16 cm
20 cm
24 cm
28 cm
32 cm

Embossed plates with designs

in various colors and painted by hand
Sizes:
-

16 cm
25 cm
32 cm

with flower shape, squares, squares with depth, round planes, round deep,
✓ Cobalt jars
Ceramic dish that has been dipped in the glass to become a body with the tile and
baked in the oven at 900 degrees.
Then has been done the decal and the 24K gold coating and again has been baked
in the oven at 900 degrees.
There is the 24K stamp at the bottom.
There are various performances.
There are many sizes
-

10 cm
12 cm
14 cm
17cm
20 cm
23 cm
27 cm
30cm
33 cm
37 cm
40 cm
45 cm
50 cm
55 cm
60 cm

with many representations and molds that observe variation in height, width,
and handles.
✓

Embossed vases

Ceramic, embossed, handmade with decals.
Finished with varnish to be weather resistant.
Cooked in an oven.
Various molds, such as amphora, wedding boiler, panathenaic jar, crater, lecythos

✓

Decorated vases

Ceramic vase with a representation from ancient Greece
Ceramic, semi-handmade with decal.
Finished with varnish to be weather resistant.
Cooked in an oven.
Various representations with variety in molds (different handles, mouths,
width and height)
Height:
- 12 cm
- 15 cm
- 20 cm
- 25 cm
- 30 cm
- 35 cm
- 55 cm
- 65 cm

✓

Handmade rhinestone jars

Large variety in the following sizes
- 8 cm
- 10 cm
- 14 cm

- 22 cm
- 26 cm
- 28 cm
supported on base, various colors and sizes. Differentiation in molds.

✓ Bronze figures
A variety of bruxian characters depicting animals such as the Owl that symbolizes
wisdom, Vucefalas, the horse of well-known Alexander, lion, cats, birds, crocodiles,
lizards, bulls, dolphins.
There are also images of Ancient Greece such as Alexander the Great, Achilles and
Achilles chariot, Athena, Aphrodite, Neptune, Hermes, Aris, Hephaestus, Hestia,
Demetra, Artemis, Apollo, Hera, Zeus, and athletes are in different sizes and are
otherwise presented in each case.
There are also the helmets of Achilles and Athena as still knives and axes, which
together are more than 250 figures.
There are also Triari and Athena, which have marble base, and a big sword.

✓

Alabaster figures

The figures are either in white or painted patina handmade. There are some sizes.
A great variety of figures such as the 12th Theos of Olympus, depicting Athena,
Aphrodite, Neptune, Hermes, Aris, Hephaestus, Estia, Dimitra, Artemis, Apollo, Hera,
Zeus and presented otherwise in any case, with a different body posture or aphage.
There is also the goddess of Justice, Thespis, Hippocrates, who was a Greek
physician, May, the Crucifixion of Jesus, the Parthenon, the Victory of Samothrace,
the kerchiefs and the daughters, Achilles, the Achilles chariot, Hygeia, Prometheus
like even the Hippocratic oath.
The big figures of Adonis and the bust of Hippocrates, which are in total more than
400 figures

✓

Ionic rhombs of alabaster, carved in the hand, painted patina in hand.

✓ Plates of handmade painted porous stone with patches of zodiac, 12 gods,
M. Alexander, Athena, Prometheus, Leonidas, Achilles, Caryatids, Acropolis
and Parthenon, Hercules, Poseidon.

✓ Plates embossed with Diskobolos, Athena, Hippocrates, Archinoos,
Aphrodite of Milos

✓ Onyx chess
Sizes:
- 45 * 45 cm
- 35 * 35 cm
With Cycladic pawns, Greco-Roman and Alexander the Great.
Chessboard with leave by bruzos
In different colors with various representations with pawns
- 20 cm
- 28 cm
- 36 cm
- 45 cm
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